Abstract
Introduction
One of the most important issues in designing modern Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) systems is fault tolerance aimed at guaranteeing continuous availability of shared data even in case of some DSM node failures. Each node failure results in a loss of shared objects stored in the local volatile memory of the failed node. The DSM recovery problem consists in restoring the values of lost objects in such a way that the whole memory remains in a consistent state according to the consistency model used. The restoration of consistent values of all lost objects is the role of the DSM recovery protocol.
The typical approach used so far to increase the reliability of DSM systems consists in adapting the checkpointing and logging techniques developed formerly for message-passing distributed systems ( [6] , [10] , [11] , [14] , [15] ). This approach extends message-passing checkpointing algorithms with special data structures, conforming to the shared memory unit, that are used to manage memory checkpoints, and with supplementary operations performed by the DSM system to ensure correct maintenance of those structures in spite of failures. The main drawback of this approach is that it requires frequent accesses to an external stable storage (hard discs, in practice) for saving checkpoints, introducing significant overhead and limiting the DSM efficiency.
Recently, a new research direction aimed at significantly reducing this overhead has appeared in literature ( [2] , [3] , [9] ). It was originated with the recovery protocol of [13] which stores checkpoints in the local memory of distinct nodes in place of stable storage. Our protocol presented in this paper also falls in that category. It is an invalidation-based coherence protocol for the causal consistency [1] , extended to manage both data access and checkpoint operations. Compared to the protocols [9] , [13] our proposal fully exploits the DSM replication mechanism to improve the reliability and reduce the overall overhead of checkpointing and coherence. It does not require strong consistency, in contrast to [2] and [9] , nor any explicit synchronization operations of the coherence protocol, in contrast to [3] (although, it can also be used in conjunction with such synchronization operations). Compared to all the protocols [3] , [9] , [13] , our solution can overcome multiple node failures and network partitioning. To the best of our knowledge it is the first checkpoint-recovery protocol for the causal consistency model. Another contribution of this work is to show that strict integration of recovery and coherence operations enables to simultaneously improve both the resiliency of the DSM and the efficiency of the coherence protocol.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the system model. Section 3 details a new coherence protocol extended with checkpointing in order to offer high availability and fast recovery of shared data. Correctness of the extended protocol is discussed in Section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Basic definitions

System model
In this paper we assume the unit of shared memory to be an object. The DSM system is a distributed system composed of a finite set P of sequential processes P 1 , P 2 , ..., P n that can access a finite set O of shared objects. Each shared object consists of its current state (object value) and object methods which read and modify the object state. We distinguish two operations on shared objects: read access and write access. The read access r i (x) to object x is issued when process P i invokes a readonly method of object x. The write access w i (x) to object x is issued when process P i invokes any other method of x. Each write access results in a new object value of x. We denote by r i (x)v that the read operation returns value v of x, and by w i (x)v that the write operation stores value v to x.
The replication mechanism is typically used to increase the efficiency of the DSM object access, by allowing concurrent local access to the same shared object. However, the existence of different replicas of the same object requires consistency management. The coherence protocol synchronizes each access to replicas, accordingly to the DSM consistency criterion. This protocol performs all communication necessary for the interprocess synchronization via message-passing.
Causal memory
In this work we investigate causal consistency [1] . This consistency model guarantees that all processes accessing a set of shared objects will perceive the same order of causally related operations on those objects. This model is sufficient for several classes of distributed algorithms but requires weaker synchronization than atomic or sequential consistency, thus allowing for more concurrency and efficiency.
Let local history H i denote the set of all access operations to shared objects issued by P i , history H denote the set of all operations issued by the system ( The causal-order relation in H is the transitive closure of the local order relation → i and a writebefore relation that holds between a write operation and a read operation returning the written value. It is denoted by →, and is formally defined as follows:
As the processes are sequential, the operations on shared objects observed by them appear in a sequence which determines for each process P i a local serialization i of the set H i ∪WH. Execution of access operations is causally consistent if serialization i satisfies the following condition:
Failure model
In our paper we assume the fail-stop model of failures, i.e. that the DSM nodes and communication links can fail at arbitrary moments by crashing. We require any such failure to be eventually and accurately detected. Also, network partitioning must result in eventual detecting of all unavailable processes as failed, for each system partition. We allow merging separate partitions of the system provided that partitioning is detected before the mergence.
Extended coherence protocol
We assume that causal consistency is maintained by a coherence protocol proposed by John and Ahamad in [7] . We will refer here to this protocol as the basic protocol. It ensures that all local reads reflect the causal order of object modifications, by invalidating all potentially outdated replicas. If at any time, process P i updates an object x, it determines all locally stored replicas of objects that could have possibly been modified before x, and denies any further access to them (invalidates), preventing P i from reading inconsistent values. Any access request issued to an invalidated replica of x results in fetching its up-to-date value from a master replica of x. The process holding a master replica of x is called x's owner. The identification of the owner is simplified with the use of a distributed directory mechanism which assign a manager to each shared object. The manager of object x, known a priori, is responsible to track the object modifications by keeping a directory entry containing the identity of the process which has performed the latest known write access to x. From now on, we will assume the existence of reliable directory services which can provide a process with the identity of the owner of any required object at any time.
The extended coherence protocol introduces 3 different states of an object replica: writable (indicated by the WR status of the replica), read-only (RO status), and invalid (INV status). Only the WR status enables to perform instantaneously any write access to the replica. However, every process is allowed to instantaneously read the value of a local replica in either RO or WR state. Meanwhile, the INV status indicates that the object is not available locally for any access. Thus, the read or write access to the INV replica, and the write access to the RO replica require the coherence protocol to fetch the value of the master replica of the accessed object via the object's manager.
The basic protocol reflects the causal relationship of the memory accesses in the vector timestamps associated with each shared object. Vector timestamps are a well-known mechanism used to track causal dependency of events in distributed systems [12] . In the DSM, they are intended to track the causal precedence of only read and write operations. For this purpose, each process P i manages a vector clock VT i .
There are three operations performed on VT i : Incrementing vector clocks on write-faults and read requests from other processes is sufficient to order object modifications. Therefore, comparing timestamps on update reception is sufficient to detect any outdated values of the local replicas of the receiver. However note that several local replicas can be up-to-date, even if their timestamps are older, resulting in invalidation of more objects than strictly necessary.
The coherence operations are extended with independent checkpointing, aimed to offer high availability of checkpoints in spite of multiple node failures. It ensures fast recovery in case of multiple DSM node failures and enables to circumvent network partitioning. Checkpointing is performed independently by each process and integrated with normal work of the coherence protocol, so the amount of additional synchronization is minimized.
Checkpoints are stored in DSM as specialpurpose checkpoint replicas. The identities of DSM nodes holding checkpoint replicas are kept in CCS (checkpoint copyset). CCS(x) is initiated at the creation of x, then maintained by the object owner, and backed up by the object manager as a part of the directory information for x. The content of CCS(x) can change accordingly to further access requests or failure pattern, or any load balancing mechanisms, but should never include the owner. In order to limit the cost of checkpointing operation, the number nr of checkpoint replicas should be kept at the minimum number necessary to reach the desired failure resilience. Here, we let nr =       2 n , where n is the total number of system nodes. This guarantees that, in case of network partitioning, there will always be a valid checkpoint in a majority partition of the DSM system. The problem of creating a majority partition has been addressed in several works (see [5] , among others) and we do not consider it in this paper.
In addition to RO, WR and INV states, the proposed extended protocol introduces two new replica states: C (checkpoint) and ROC (read-only checkpoint). Checkpoint replica is updated on checkpoint operations and never becomes invalidated. Checkpoint operation ckpt(x)v consists in atomically updating all checkpoint replicas held by processes included in CCS(x) with value v, carried in CKPT(x,v,VT x ) message, and setting their status to C. After that moment, any C replica can be switched to ROC on the next local read access to x. Until the next checkpoint, the ROC replica serves read accesses as RO replicas do. The difference between RO and ROC status is the guarantee that the value of a replica ROC always reflects the state of x at the moment of the last checkpoint. Remark that the CKPT message is very similar to the coherence UDP message. Indeed, the checkpoint operation is an actual update, but in contrast to the coherence update it is not performed on request from the holder of the updated replica. Checkpoint replica is rather the prefetched value of x, and may possibly never be used. Therefore, on reception of checkpoint update, it is not necessary to perform the local invalidation of other RO replicas, until the prefetched value has actually been read. As a result, even several checkpoint updates can be processed without unnecessary invalidation of other replicas.
Actions of the extended protocol are described by the following rules: Rule 1) If P i wants to access an owned object x in the WR state for writing, the write operation is performed instantaneously.
Rule 2) If process P i wants to access a local replica of x in either RO, ROC or WR state for reading, the read operation is performed instantaneously. Rule 3) If P i invokes a read access to a replica of x with status C, first the local_invalidate i (VT x   ) is processed, and then the replica switches to ROC and the read operation is performed. Rule 4) If P i wishes to gain a read access to object x locally unavailable (INV), the protocol issues a read request r i (x) to the manager of x which forwards the request to the x's owner P k . The owner executes inc(VT k ) first. If the master replica has been modified since the last checkpoint, the owner performs burst checkpoint of all owned and modified objects, i.e. atomically for each such an object y, CKPT(y,w,VT k ) message is sent to all processes in CCS(y). On receipt of CKPT(y,w,VT k ) the checkpoint replica of y is updated to w and switched to the C state. Then, P k sends an update message UPD(x,v,VT k ) containing the value v of the master replica of x back to P i . On receipt of UPD(x,v,VT k ), first local_invalidate i (VT k ) is processed, then update(VT i ,VT k ), and finally r i (x)v is performed. A new replica of x is timestamped with VT k and its status is set to RO.
Rule 5) If P i wishes to perform a write access to a replica of x not in the WR state (i.e. a write-fault occurs), the protocol issues a write request w i (x) to the manager of x which forwards the request to the owner P k . On this request, the owner performs a burst checkpoint, if necessary (similarly to Rule 4). However, if P i currently holds a checkpoint replica of any object y yet to be checkpointed, the identity of P i in CCS(y) is exchanged with P k before the burst checkpoint (this reduces the cost of the checkpoint update). Then, P k invalidates the master replica of x and sends UPD(x,w,VT k ) back to P i . The receiver performs local_invalidate i (VT k ), then synchronizes the clocks with update(VT i ,VT k ), and updates x with w. The new replica of x is timestamped with VT k and its status is set to WR. Finally, w i (x)v is performed and P i 's clock is advanced with inc(VT i ). Now, P i is the owner of x.
Note that checkpointing is performed independently for each process, i.e. no other processes are required to checkpoint their own objects as a result of the checkpoint operation initiated by P i . Thus, no high interprocess synchronization overhead incurs.
Delayed burst checkpointing
When P i issues several subsequent writes to x (which is generally a typical behavior resulting from program locality), the checkpoint is not necessary as far as this sequence is not interrupted by any read access from another process. The reason is that even if P i fails after having modified x, these modifications were not causally related with any operations of other processes, and therefore restoring the value of x from the former checkpoint (taken before the modifications of failed P i ) will preserve the causal consistency of the DSM memory. An example of such delayed checkpointing is shown in Figure 1 . Process P i is the owner of x and holds a unique master replica of x in WR state. Note that several write operations can be processed without any checkpoint. However, at the moment of subsequent read request r j (x) from P j , the owner takes a new checkpoint of x, updating the checkpoint replicas of x (kept at P a and P b ) before transferring an updated value of x to the requester. Then again, several write operations can be performed without checkpointing. If P i fails at time t f those modifications are lost. Nevertheless, since none of them was read but any other process, the consistent value of x still remains in the checkpoint replicas and can serve further accesses to x.
However, it is necessary to remark that at the moment of checkpointing x, P i can also own another object y, which has been modified before the last modification of x. Then, if P i fails after checkpointing x but before checkpointing y, the consistency of the memory could be violated on recovery, since the formerly checkpointed value of y will be inconsistent with the checkpointed value of x. This is due to the fact that if the recovered state of memory reflects modifications performed by P i on x, it also has to reflect those done on y. Therefore, on each checkpoint, P i is required to atomically checkpoint all WR replicas modified before their last checkpoint (the Two Phase Commitment [4] schema of the update can be used to achieve the atomicity). Such checkpoint operation is therefore called burst checkpointing.
The above description shows that the burst checkpointing is induced by access faults occurring at processes other than the current owner. Additionally there is another situation when checkpointing should be processed. The causal consistency model allows explicit interprocess synchronization operations, as barriers, in order to control concurrency of distributed processing (e.g. for data-race-free-programs [8] ). It is easy to extend the burst checkpoint operations also to such synchronization points. This may significantly limit the checkpointing overhead, hiding it inside the synchronization overhead. Moreover, performing a burst checkpoint on a synchronization point will potentially limit the scope of the next burst checkpoint during the normal coherence operations.
Cost of the checkpoint replication
Compared to the basic coherence protocol, the only additional cost of the extended protocol is the overhead of atomically sending CKPT messages on delayed checkpoints and updating checkpoint replicas on receipt of those messages. The additional communication overhead is proportional to the number of checkpoint replicas nr kept for each object.
However, the extended protocol offers the benefit of prefetching object values as a result of checkpointing. This can reduce the overall cost of coherency operations, eliminating the read fault for checkpoint replicas. Therefore no communication cost ever incurs on the read access issued to a checkpoint replica. Note, that the prefetch does not increase the cost of the coherency operations, since no unnecessary local invalidation is performed due to the update of a checkpoint replica (until the replica is actually accessed by a local read or write request).
On the other hand, if the producer-consumer schema can be applied for the access to x, it is possible that the checkpoint replicas of x will never be updated. In the producer-consumer schema only one process writes x during the whole processing (the producer), in fact it is x's owner, while the others (the consumers) only read it. Imagine now that all the consumers belong to CCS(x), and x has already been checkpointed once. Since no read fault occurs for a checkpoint replica, no read request will ever be sent to the producer, and no further value of x will be checkpointed (unless a burst checkpoint is caused by other objects owned by the producer), even when x is modified frequently. The solution to this problem may require to occasionally force a checkpoint of the owned objects which have not been accessed for a long time by other processes.
Recovery
Before any failure occurs there are at least nr min +1 replicas of x, thus in case of a failure of f nr min processes (at most f processes crash or become separated from the majority partition) there will be at least one non-faulty replica of x available. If the manager discovers the unavailability of x's owner, it sequentially contacts processes included in CCS(x) and elects the first available as the new owner. In case of network partitioning, there is at least one such a process in the primary partition. Note that all checkpoint replicas of x will be either in ROC or C state, but all will have the same value.
The protocol enables fast recovery on the assumption of the reliability of the directory services, i.e. directory information for each object must be correctly provided to the requested processes at any moment in the majority partition. Fortunately, this assumption can be fulfilled with directory checkpointing and replication for each object manager, similarly to application data objects.
Discussion of the correctness
Now we argue that the recovered values compose a causally consistent memory in the majority partition. Suppose, that no more than f processes have crash-failed or have been separated from the majority partition. Assume that the owner of object x, P k , remains unavailable after some time t f . First, let us consider the case when x has been modified and the modified value has been accessed by another process P i before t f . According to Rule 4) and Rule 1) of the extended protocol, the value accessed by P i was checkpointed, and at least one non-faulty checkpoint replica of x is available (since f nr min ). Since all checkpoint replicas of x are updated atomically, all of them have the same object value, equal to the one accessed by P i before t f , and it is the most recent value of x. Moreover, the burst checkpointing ensures that any object owned by P k and modified before x was also checkpointed and is available from its own checkpoint replicas. Therefore any of the checkpoint replicas of x can be used to fetch the value causally consistent with the values of other shared objects. Now, let us consider that x has been modified by P k before t f but not checkpointed. Since both Rule 4) and Rule 1) enforce a checkpoint on the first access to the modified object, it is clear that no other process has accessed x after the modification. Therefore, no causality relation had been established between the modification of x and any memory access on another process. Thus, the value of x checkpointed before the modification remains consistent with current values of the other objects, and any available checkpoint replica can be used to fetch that value.
Also prefetching a value of x on P i , as a result of the update of a checkpoint replica during the checkpoint operation, does not violate the causal consistency of the memory accesses. Since the prefetched value is stored in a C replica, the local_invali-date i (VT x ) will be performed before the first read access to that value (from Rule 3), enforcing the causal consistency.
Conclusions
The coherence-recovery protocol proposed in this paper uses a novel burst checkpointing approach. Checkpointing is performed independently for each process, thus does not incur high interprocess synchronization overhead. The presented approach offers a checkpoint replication resulting in high availability of all DSM objects in spite of multiple node failures, potentially improves read access performance by object prefetch, enables fast recovery of lost objects, and tolerates network partitioning.
The checkpointing schema proposed in this paper can be easily applied to other coherence protocols for causal consistency which use the local invalidate paradigm, such as home-based protocol proposed in [8] . That protocol does not require the reliable directory services assumption, but limit the correctness of the delayed checkpointing only to the object's home-node.
Also, data versioning protocol [8] permits for direct adaptation of our checkpointing extension. This protocol differs from the basic protocol [7] in using object version vectors instead of vector clocks to timestamp the update messages. Such a protocol does not incur unnecessary invalidation. However, in fine-grained object-based memory, version vectors can grow very large and the overhead of using them in the coherence messages will probably make the implementation impractical.
